Capital Improvements Levy
*Note: projects below are NOT listed in a prioritized order

Invest in Improvements to Methow Valley Elementary School – 1.5 Million
- Replace aging flooring in high priority areas
- Modernize/Upgrade aging furnishings
- Replace aging floor maintenance equipment
- Replace dryvit/soffit
- Modernizing our communications/emergency response systems (district-wide)
- Replace failing digital thermostats
- Construct kitchen counter with heating/cooling serving stations
- Replace aging doors
- Remove remaining asbestos
- Cub Gym Insulation
- Seal coat elementary school parking lot

Invest in Improvements to Liberty Bell Jr./Sr. High School – approx. estimate 1.5 Million
- Replace aging flooring in high priority areas
- Modernize/Upgrade aging furnishings
- Replace failed chiller
- Replace failing water fountains, sinks, and showers
- Modernize/Upgrade weight and conditioning room
- Repair sidewalks
- Replace aging floor maintenance equipment
- Install temperature controlled technology server room
- Replace aging kitchen equipment
- Install safety upgrades to the shop class
- Replace failing dry fire valves
- Establish a viable alternative to the current exterior Liberty Bell Kitchen entryway
- Install ventilation system for the Liberty Bell Art Room

Invest in Improvements to the Independent Learning Center and Bus Barn – 250 Thousand
- Remove wooden bus barn/Creating Access to Bus Bay
- Install heating and ventilation in Bus Barn area
- Modernize/Upgrade ILC and create additional shared space for ILC and Transportation personnel

Improve Campus Grounds at Liberty Bell Jr./Sr. High School and Methow Valley Elementary – 1.25 Million
- Resurface the Liberty Bell track
- Install a community-use, regulation soccer/multi-use field
- Install ADA compliant playground at MVES
- Resurface tennis courts
- Install wireless water tower monitor to ensure water quality

*Note: All of the above include contingency funding, inflation adjustments, and the costs of project management.

Transportation/Vehicle Fund Levy

Purchase 6 New Buses -- 800 Thousand